### Monday

**What are we learning?**
Daily Objective: Students will review the verb GUSTAR to recall what they like to do

**How will we learn it?**
- **Opening:** Begin with the Do-Now
- **Practice 1:** Students will review activities that they like to do or don’t like to do
- **Practice 2:** Students will be able to use activities to be able to ask & answer different people in class what they like and don’t like to do.
- **Closing:** Students will collect all the information and write a paragraph about what their classmates like and don’t like to do.

**How will we tell if we’re learning it correctly?**
- **Assessment Method:** Random Questioning
- **Checking for understanding:** Learning Check

**What do I need to be successful?**
- **Materials:** Cuaderno, laptop, pen or pencil

**What do I need to do before next class?**
- Daily Work must be completed if not done in class, laptop must be charged, and study for their Quiz on Friday 9/20/19

---

### Tuesday

**What are we learning?**
Daily Objective: Students will recall information on where they are going to go using ir + a + place

**How will we learn it?**
- **Opening:** Begin with the Do-Now
- **Practice 1:** Students will take guided notes in their INB for when and how to use the verb IR when talking about where they will be going.
- **Practice 2:** Students will recall the difference between ir + a la ______ and ir + al _______
- **Closing:** Utilizing their notes students will work on answering question about where they will be going

**How will we tell if we’re learning it correctly?**
- **Assessment Method:** Random Questioning
- **Checking for understanding:** Learning Check

**What do I need to be successful?**
- **Materials:** Cuaderno, laptop, pen or pencil

**What do I need to do before next class?**
- Daily Work must be completed if not done in class, laptop must be charged, and study for their
### Wednesday/Thursday

**What are we learning?**
Daily Objective: Students will recall information on where they are going to go using *ir + a + infinitive*

**How will we learn it?**
**Opening:** Begin with the Do-Now  
**Practice 1:** Students will use clues about people’s personalities to be able to determine what they will be doing.  
**Practice 2:** Students will do a partner speaking activity to say what will they be doing after school and on the weekend.  
**Closing:** Students will write about what they and their partner will be doing on the weekend

**How will we tell if we’re learning it correctly?**
**Assessment Method:** Random Questioning  
**Checking for understanding:** Learning Check

**What do I need to be successful?**
**Materials:** Cuaderno, laptop, pen or pencil

**What do I need to do before next class?**
Daily Work must be completed if not done in class, laptop must be charged, and study for their Quiz on Friday 9/20/19

---

### Friday

**What are we learning?**
Daily Objective: Students will apply the verbs GUSTAR, *IR + A + place* and *IR + A + INFINITIVE*

**How will we learn it?**
**Opening:** Begin with the Do-Now  
**Practice 1:** Students will study with a partner to quiz each other before the Quiz.  
**Closing:** Students will play a short game to recall information before the Quiz.

**How will we tell if we’re learning it correctly?**
**Assessment Method:** QUIZ  
**Checking for understanding:** Learning Check

**What do I need to be successful?**
**Materials:** Cuaderno, laptop, pen or pencil

**What do I need to do before next class?**
Daily Work must be completed if not done in class, laptop must be charged, and study notes on a daily basis.